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Abstract

This paper describes LOCL: Learning Object-Attribute (O-A) Composition using Localization – that generalizes composition zero shot learning to objects in cluttered/more realistic settings. The problem of unseen O-A associations has been well studied in the field, however, the performance of existing methods is limited in challenging scenes. In this context, our key contribution is a modular approach to localizing objects and attributes of interest in a weakly supervised context that generalizes robustly to unseen configurations. Localization coupled with a composition classifier significantly outperforms state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods, with an improvement of about 12% on currently available challenging datasets. Further, the modularity enables the use of localized feature extractor to be used with existing O-A compositional learning methods to improve their overall performance.

1 Introduction

Human visual reasoning allows us to leverage prior visual experience to recognize previously unseen Object-Attribute (O-A) relationships. Predicting such complex relationships of novel O-A compositions – referred to as Composition Zero Shot Learning (CZSL) [16, 18, 20, 21, 24, 27, 32, 35]–is an active area of research. There has been significant progress on CZSL methods in recent years, however, as our experiments demonstrate, their performance degrades in natural cluttered scenes, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The main reason in these cases is the interference from the other potential confusing elements. For example, in Fig. 1(B.1), the SOTA methods are not able to detect the object of interest given its size relative to image; and while the bird is the object of interest in Fig. 1(B.2), the surrounding context dominated by the green leaves results in an incorrect association of the color attribute to the object.

The poor performance of the SOTA methods can be attributed to the dominant confounding elements thereby impeding the right O-A composition prediction. This in turn is due to the bias towards seen O-A composition during training time. Generalization to more realistic cases as seen in Fig. 1(B) is crucial for the widespread use of CZSL.
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The object of interest shown in images A.1, A.2, and A.3 presents simple scenarios where all SOTA (SymNet [16], CGE [21], CompCos [17]) methods make correct O-A associations. However, for the same object (apple) in a more cluttered scene in image B.1, these methods fail. Even in cases where there is a dominant object of interest, such as a bird in (B.2), where there is significant background clutter, most of the SOTA methods have incorrect O-A associations.

Inspired by these limitations, we propose Learning Object-Attribute Composition using Localization (LOCL). Our model (LOCL) leverages spatially-localized learning, which is not present in the existing CZSL networks. It is reasonable to ask Why not first localize the objects and then associate the attributes? In principle, this can be done, however, the SOTA methods for object detection and localization use extensive datasets for their training. Hence it will not be possible to meaningfully test the CZSL with pre-trained detectors. The images shown in Fig. 1 are from existing datasets for CZSL methods [11, 21, 36]. We note that all the experiments reported in this paper use the datasets that are created for evaluating CZSL approaches.

Existing SOTA object-attribute detection approaches do not take into account the possibility of scene attributes confounding with correct O-A composition prediction [16, 18, 21]. These methods are designed to work with wholistic image features [20, 24, 27, 32, 35]. Some recent work address this issue by partitioning the image into regions [7, 34] or equal-size grid cells [8, 12, 37], but they are not very effective in capturing distinctive object features.

Our approach towards better generalization of CZSL to more challenging images (Fig. 1.B) with background clutter is to leverage localized feature extraction in O-A composition. Specifically, we adopt a two step approach. First, a Localized Feature Extractor (LFE) associates an object with its attribute by reducing the interference arising from additional attribute-related visual cues occurring elsewhere in the image. The CZSL benchmark datasets do not contain any localization information. As noted before, off-the-shelf object detectors can be inadvertently exposed [26] to unseen OA compositions. Therefore, we developed a weakly supervised method for localized feature extraction. Second, the composition classifier uses the localized distinctive visual features to predict an O-A pair.

The proposed LOCL outperforms competing CZSL methods on all existing datasets – including the more challenging CGQA – providing a strong evidence in favor of its applicability to more realistic scenes. Further, the performance of all existing methods improve when our localized feature extractor is included as a pre-processing module – although LOCL still outperforms these methods.
2 Related Work

Existing work in object attribute (O-A) CZSL task typically assume that the images of the object of interest present in uncluttered context. This assumption is also true for the initial CZSL datasets \([11, 36]\). As a result, most of the CZSL methods \([1, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 32, 35]\) perform quite well on uncluttered scenes. As noted before, some of the methods reduce the interference from confounding elements by partitioning the image. \([37]\) is designed for datasets with a dominant object with a clear background. \([7]\) partitions the image to equal-sized grid cells and relies on aligning the attribute semantic and visual features. Further, the dataset used in \([7, 37]\) consist of one object type, e.g., face or bird images.

The O-A problem is considered as a matching problem in a latent space \([20, 23, 24, 32]\). For this matching task, \([24]\) proposes a modular network with a dynamic gating whereas \([20]\) defines objects and attributes using a support vector machine (SVM). On the other hand, \([16, 22]\) consider attributes as functional operation over objects. More recently \([1, 18, 21, 27, 35]\) focus on the relationships among attributes and objects. \([1]\) disentangle attributes and objects with metric based learning. \([21]\) learns attribute-object dependence in a semi-supervised graph structure where unseen combinations are considered connected during training. This is extended in \([18, 31, 35]\) where all possible combination of objects and attributes are considered during inference.

In general, the performance of current methods drop significantly on images with background clutter. Taking inspiration from the generic pipeline of weakly supervised object detection (WSOD) \([2, 3, 4, 13, 14, 19, 29]\), LOCL consists of a region proposal network with pseudo-label generation module that leverages supervision from linguistic embeddings in a novel contrastive framework. This feature extraction can be utilized to improve the existing network’s performance in images with background clutter as shown in Table 3.

3 Approach

The primary issue to be addressed is the scene complexity, that require that the methods are able to make the correct associations during the training phase and predict the unseen configuration during testing. The proposed method is intuitive and straightforward in creating a weakly supervised framework that is modular and generalizes well. The LOCL extracts localized features of object regions in the image, which allows it to learn useful OA relationships and also suppress spurious O-A relations from the background clutter.

First, we pre-train a Localized Feature Extractor \(LFE(.\) (Sec. 3.1) network to extract features from multiple regions of the image. Second, the pre-trained \(LFE(.)\) along with a Composition Classifier \(CC(.\) (Sec. 3.2) network learns to detect the O-A composition. The
Figure 3: Summary of pre-training the localized feature extractor. The image encoder and region proposal are jointly trained to generate features of object of interest. During training time, we use text embeddings to generate pseudo labels to train the image encoder and region proposal using contrastive learning. At the test time, the learned image encoder and region proposal network are used to generate features from object regions.

Key insight is to leverage the features from regions containing the object of interest to learn accurate O-A associations. Fig. 2 summarizes the overall LOCL architecture.

Problem Setting: Let \( \{I, T_o, T_a, (a, o)\} \) be the training dataset with \( N \) samples, where \( I \) is the input image. \( T_o, T_a \) are the list of all object and attribute labels, respectively, and \( (a, o) \) is the tuple of attribute-object pairs in the image. The O-A pairs labels used during training are categorised as seen pairs. The goal of CZSL trained model is to take in an input image \( I \) and predict \( (\hat{a}, \hat{o}) \). The O-A pairs labels used during inference are novel and unseen. Here the seen and unseen object-attribute pairs are mutually exclusive.

Proposed Network: The proposed LOCL is as \( (\hat{a}, \hat{o}) = CC(LFE(I), T_a, T_o) \), where \( LFE(.) \) and \( CC(.) \) are trainable networks. LOCL is trained in two stages. In the first stage, given an image \( I \), pre-training of \( LFE(.) \) is done to generate multiple localized features. The details of the \( LFE(.) \) module are discussed in Sec. 3.1. The output of the trained network \( LFE(.) \) is a list of \( n \) features of object regions identified in the image.

In the second stage, out of these \( n \) features, \( r \) features \( (r < n) \) are input to the composition classifier (Sec. 3.2) to make the final prediction of attribute and object present in the image.

3.1 Pre-training Localized Feature Extractor(\( LFE(.) \))

Our Localized Feature Extractor network \( LFE(.) \) is a combination of an image encoder (ResNet-50 [5]), text encoder, Region Proposal Network (RPN), and a pseudo label generator, as shown in Fig. 3. The RPN is inspired from F-RCNN [26]. It is trained from scratch using a contrastive learning framework. It generates proposals features for regions in the image that has high likelihood of object presence. The pseudo label generator creates labels to supervise the visual space that have high semantic similarity with ground truth O-A pair.

Given the input image \( I \), the image encoder generates feature map \( F \in \mathbb{R}^{H' \times W' \times C} \) where \( H', W' \) and \( C \) are the height, width and channel dimensions. Then \( n \) valid anchors (based on input image size, in our case for an image of \( 256 \times 256 \), \( n = 576 \)) are generated on the input image [26]. Anchors are a set of rectangular boxes with different aspect ratio and scale generated at each pixel of the input image [26]. Corresponding to each anchor, a list of
features is pooled from \( F \). The pooled anchor features are \([f_1^{\text{anc}}, f_2^{\text{anc}},..., f_n^{\text{anc}}] \in \mathbb{R}^C\) shown as output of “Anchor Generator” in Fig. 3.

The text encoder generates semantic pair embedding from the input text label \((a: \text{Blue}, o: \text{Bird})\) pair. With the help of these semantic pair embedding, we generate pseudo ground truth labels to train \( LFE(.) \) network with weak supervision [23]. In the following, we refer to “pseudo ground truth labels” as “pseudo labels" for simplicity.

**Pseudo Label Generator:** The ground truth O-A semantic pair embeddings generated from text encoder are projected through fully connected layers (FFN) into a common subspace as visual embeddings. The output of FFN is denoted by \( f_{ao}^{\text{text}} \in \mathbb{R}^C \), where “ao” index is the ground truth (in our case one per image). Here the length \( C \) of semantic embedding equal to channel dimension \( C \) of visual feature vector \( F \). Now to generate pseudo labels, a cosine similarity score is computed between each \( f_k^{\text{anc}} \) and \( f_{ao}^{\text{text}} \).

\[
\phi_k = \frac{f_{ao}^{\text{text}} \cdot f_k^{\text{anc}}}{||f_{ao}^{\text{text}}|| \cdot ||f_k^{\text{anc}}||} \quad \forall \ f_k^{\text{anc}}, \text{where} \ (\phi = [\phi_1, \phi_2, \ldots, \phi_k, \ldots, \phi_n])
\]

\[
y = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{argsort}(\phi)[0 : l] \\
0 & \text{for all other indexes}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( y = [y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_k, \ldots, y_n] \), \( l \) top anchors are selected out of \( n \) based on cosine similarity score \( \phi \). They are assigned with label 1 in \( y \) and rest are assigned 0 as shown above with Eq. 2. Here each \( y_k \) represents the presence/absence of object of interest regions in the image. Intuition here is that \( f_k^{\text{anc}} \)'s which contains the object will lie closer to \( f_{ao}^{\text{text}} \) in feature space.

**Region proposal Network (RPN):** The RPN branch shown in Fig. 3 is inspired from FasterRCNN [24]. The RPN generated proposals are used to pool a list of features from the feature map \( F \). The pooled features are \([f_1^p, f_2^p, ..., f_n^p] \in \mathbb{R}^C\). Now the anchor features \([f_1^{\text{anc}}, f_2^{\text{anc}}, ..., f_n^{\text{anc}}]\), proposal features \([f_1^p, f_2^p, ..., f_n^p]\) and pseudo label \( y = [y_1, y_2, ..., y_n] \) are used to train the function \( LFE(.) \) using contrastive learning as explained in next section.

**Contrastive Pre-training:** Recall that the current benchmark CZSL datasets [21, 22, 23] do not have ground truth bounding boxes for objects of interest. For this reason, we use both the anchor features and proposal features to localize the objects of interest. This is different from regular object detection networks [24]. The pseudo label \( y \) informs the network which anchor features are likely to represent object(s) of interest. Using contrastive learning, we train the regional proposal network branch to localize the object with weak supervision. The goal of contrastive learning is to maximize the similarity between similar feature vectors and minimize the similarity between the dissimilar feature vectors. Here, the objective is to maximize the cosine similarity between \( <f_k^{\text{anc}}, f_k^p>\) features where there is a possibility of object being present and minimize in all other cases. The contrastive objective function is:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{CON}} = \sum_{k=1}^{n} (1 - y_k) * d_k^2 + y_k * \max(0, 1 - d_k^2),
\]

where * is element wise multiplication, \( y_k \) tells us which features have the possibility of having an object (Eq. 2), \( d_k \) is the cosine distance between \( <f_k^{\text{anc}}, f_k^p>\).

\[
d_k = \frac{f_k^p \cdot f_k^{\text{anc}}}{||f_k^p|| \cdot ||f_k^{\text{anc}}||} \quad \forall \ k = [1, 2, ..n]
\]
Figure 4: Composition Classifier $CC(.)$ architecture. The proposal features $[\hat{f}_p^1, \hat{f}_p^2, ..., \hat{f}_p^r]$ are the outputs from $LFE(.)$ which are combined into a single representation $f_{p_{all}}$. The attribute and object semantics are the semantic encoding of all attributes and objects under consideration. Two branches predict attribute and object from semantically refined $f_{p_{all}}$.

Along with contrastive loss, we optimize binary cross entropy over the objectness score predicted by region proposal network. The overall loss function is:

$$L_{total} = \alpha \ast L_{CON} + \beta \ast L_{BCE}(o, \phi),$$

where, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are empirically-determined scaling parameters, $o$ is the objectness score from RPN and $\phi$ is the cosine distance from Eq. 1. Once the $LFE(.)$ network is trained, the output of trained model are the proposal feature vectors $[\hat{f}_p^1, \hat{f}_p^2, ..., \hat{f}_p^n]$ along with objectness score $\hat{o} = [\hat{o}_1, \hat{o}_2, ..., \hat{o}_n]$. This learnt parameter objectness score ensures selection of features with object information, thereby minimizing the interference from potential confusing elements as shown in Fig. 1.

### 3.2 Composition Classifier $CC(.)$

The ability to learn individual representation of O-A in visual domain is crucial for transferring knowledge from seen to unseen O-A associations. Existing SOTA works [17, 18, 21, 27, 33] use homogeneous features from whole image as without localizing the object, they ignore the discriminative visual features of object and its attributes. Our Composition Classifier network $CC(.)$ leverages the distinctive features extracted by $LFE(.)$ to predict the object and its corresponding attribute as shown in Fig. 4. It is challenging to associate right attribute with the object by using homogeneous features, as there can be interference from prominent confounding elements like examples shown in Fig. 1B. Similarly in Fig. 5 (row-2, column-1 image), the attribute “green color” is so prominent, and using homogeneous features can lead to wrong O-A prediction.

The input to $CC(.)$ is a set of top $r$ ($r < n$) proposal feature vectors from pre-trained $LFE(.)$ $[f_p^1, f_p^2, ..., f_p^r] \in \mathbb{R}^{r \times C}$ sorted in descending order based on objectness score $o = [o_1, o_2, ..., o_r]$. The proposal feature vectors are fused into a single visual feature $f_{p_{all}} \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times C}$ using weighted average with learnable parameters [15] as shown in Fig. 4. Input to the learnable parameters has $r \times C$ dimension. $r$ is the number of proposals and $C$ is the number of channels. We swap the dimensions at the input to fuse different proposals together. The output of it is a single feature vector of length $C$. The fusion operation is a learnable weighted average operation, that learns to create joint representation from features of object regions. Next, $f_{p_{all}}$ is projected to two different representation via two feed forwards networks $FC_{AH}$ and $FC_{OH}$ layers as shown in Fig. 4. Similarly, the semantic embeddings of all attributes
Table 1: Comparison of different CZSL datasets [20, 21, 36]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th># Images</th>
<th># Objects</th>
<th># Attributes</th>
<th># OA Pairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIT-States</td>
<td>30k</td>
<td>10k</td>
<td>13k</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT-Zappos</td>
<td>23k</td>
<td>3k</td>
<td>3k</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGQA</td>
<td>26k</td>
<td>7k</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9378</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vector of attributes and all objects $F_{text}^A = [f_{text}^{a_1}, f_{text}^{a_2}, ..., f_{text}^{a_i}]$ and all objects $F_{text}^O = [f_{text}^{o_1}, f_{text}^{o_2}, ..., f_{text}^{o_j}]$ (generated from $T_a$ and $T_o$) are projected via feed forward network $FC_{AS}$ and $FC_{OS}$. Here $T_a$ and $T_o$ are the list of all attributes and objects in the dataset respectively, and $i = \text{len}(T_a)$, $j = \text{len}(T_o)$. $\text{len}(\cdot)$ is length. Inspired by [9, 10, 16, 30, 31], the visual feature projections are refined as shown below. The particular choice of refinement by one-to-one multiplication is an empirical choice. We explore different refinement techniques in Table 3 of supplementary materials. This all is done by Refinement block as shown in Fig. 4.

$$F_{text}^O = FC_{OH}(f_{text}^{all}) \circ FC_{OS}(F_{text}^O) ; \quad F_{text}^A = FC_{AH}(f_{text}^{all}) \circ FC_{AS}(F_{text}^A)$$

where, “$\circ$” represents element-wise multiplication and the feed forward network are two fully connected layers with ReLu activation. This refinement aggregates semantic information with the visual features. These refined features are passed through another feed forward network (Fig. 4) and softmax layers to make the final decision on the object $\hat{o}$ and attribute $\hat{a}$ present in the image $I$. To train the composition classifier function $CC(\cdot)$, we optimize binary cross entropy function over the O-A prediction.

4 Experiments

Table 1 summarizes the datasets used. In the MIT-states dataset the images are of natural objects collected using an older search engine with limited human annotation causing a significant label noise [1]. For UT-Zappos [36] the simplicity of the images (one object with white background) makes it unsuitable to work in natural surroundings. We performed experiments on very recently released Compositional GQA (CGQA) dataset [6, 17]. This dataset is proposed to evaluate existing CZSL models in a more realistic challenging scenarios with background clutter. More details about the datasets can be found in supplementary materials section 4.

Both the localized feature extractor $LFE(\cdot)$ and Composition Classifier $CC(\cdot)$ are trained on all the datasets. To pre-train $LFE(\cdot)$, an efficient contrastive pre-training framework is used with a margin distance of 1. Then this pre-trained network is used with $CC(\cdot)$ to do an end-to-end training of LOCL. We have provided the complete implementation details in the supplementary materials. However, during inference time, $LFE(\cdot)$ do not have any text embedding branch, hence it generates proposals for every potential object as shown in Fig. 6.

Following current methods [16, 21, 24], we evaluate our network’s performance in Generalized Compositional Zero Shot Learning Protocol (GCZSL). Under this protocol, we draw seen class accuracy vs unseen class accuracy curve at different operating points of the network. These operating points are selected from a single calibration scaler that is added to our network’s predictions of the unseen classes [16, 21, 24]. We report area under “seen class accuracy vs unseen class accuracy curve” (AUC) as our performance metrics. Additionally, we report our network’s performance on Top-1 accuracy in seen and unseen classes.
Table 2: Performance comparisons on MIT-States [11], UT-Zappos [36], CGQA [21] Datasets. '-' means unreported performance in a particular category. In all three datasets, LOCL significantly outperform current methods. Specially, for the more challenging (significant background clutter) CGQA dataset, the effectiveness of LFE is clearly demonstrated by its performance on the unseen O-A associations.

4.1 Results

LOCL outperforms current methods in the test set of all benchmark datasets in almost all categories as shown in Table 2. We evaluate LOCL’s performance in terms of AUC under Generalized Compositional Zero Shot Learning (GCZSL) protocol. We also report Top-1 accuracy in seen and unseen classes and accuracy in detecting objects and attributes. In MIT-States [11] LOCL outperforms SOTA method by 8% on unseen class accuracy and 1.7% AUC. In UT-Zappos [36] LOCL’s unseen class accuracy is 5.2% better than the SOTA method. Moreover, it almost doubles the unseen class accuracy while achieving 1.1% improvement in terms of AUC for the more challenging CGQA [21] dataset.

Current CZSL methods use homogeneous features from the backbone instead of using distinctive visual features of objects and attributes. While such techniques may work on simpler datasets like UT-Zappos [36], as evidenced by the high performance, the more realistic datasets such as CGQA pose challenges. Table 2 shows, LOCL achieves the best results on the challenging CGQA dataset. However, bias towards seen O-A compositions is a common issue [24] in current CZSL methods. Recent approaches [16, 35] have utilized a graph structure with message passing/blocking [35] or prior possible O-A knowledge [21] to reduce this bias. However they tend to be biased towards seen O-A pairs at inference as pointed out by the authors of [35]. In contrast, LOCL learns distinct object and attribute representations in the two separate branches of the CC(.) and achieves high unseen class accuracy and AUC. In UT-Zappos, high AUC of [35] stems from high seen class accuracy with inferior unseen class performance. [35] do not evaluate their model CGQA dataset [21].

4.2 Ablation Study

Backbone and Localized Feature Extractor: Our Localized Feature Extractor LFE(.) is modular and can easily be adapted to other methods. In Table 3, we show different SOTA methods’ improved performances with our feature extraction. For the sake of fair comparison with SOTA methods: SymNet [16], ComCos [17] and CGE [21], we replace their backbones with our ResNet-50 pre-trained on a larger dataset [25]. As expected, both our backbone and LFE(.) improve the existing networks’ performances. This shows that the performance im-
Our backbone (BB) and LFE significantly boosts all SOTA network performances specially in the CGQA dataset. Row 2 if each methods shows performance of all SOTA models with a common and better backbone.

The performance improvement is because of localized features generated from $LFE(\cdot)$. All existing methods use ResNet-18 as the backbone following the seminal work of [20]. We recommend that CZSL networks should utilize stronger backbones for challenging datasets like CGQA [21]. However, our improved performance is not just coming from a stronger backbone. With $LFE(\cdot)$, the performance boost is more significant (specially in terms of unseen class accuracy) than the performance boost with our backbone for the CGQA dataset. In particular, $LFE(\cdot)$ increases the unseen class accuracy of CGE [21] in CGQA by 86%, and other methods also get great improvement with $LFE(\cdot)$. The performance improvement in the MIT-States dataset is less due to the noisy annotations [1] of this dataset. In summary, $LFE(\cdot)$ improves three different architectures thus proving the effectiveness of localized feature extraction.

We additionally ablate LOCL’s performance for different number of proposals, number of pseudo labels, refinement techniques, margin distance for contrastive loss, and scaling parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$. All these experiments along with LOCL’s performance on detecting individual objects and attributes are reported in the supplementary material.

**Qualitative Results:** We show results for unseen novel compositions with top-1 prediction in Fig. 5. They represent the scenes with clutter or confounding elements. For example, column-1 shows where the confounding element color attribute $<\text{green}>$ causes wrong O-A association for most of the SOTA methods while LOCL makes the right association. Similar in the first row. The last column shows where our network predictions do not match with the ground truth labels. In the top image our network focuses more on prominent object clock, while the image is labeled for $<\text{red,bus}>$. For row-2 image, it contains attribute categories like size, color, texture but the label only has attribute size. We should, however, note that the ground truth labels in these datasets contain only one O-A pair. This puts an artificial limitation on the evaluation metric even when the predictions are perceivably correct but does not match labels. We also show $LFE(\cdot)$ proposals quality in eliminating background in Fig. 6.

**Multi O-A prediction:** We extended LOCL to unconstrained setting than existing evaluation methods allows, i.e. detecting multiple O-A pairs. LOCL has flexibility of establishing the right O-A association for multiple objects in the scene. We are showing the top-3 O-A pairs prediction in Fig. 5 last row. As can been seen the prediction are perceivably correct but unavailability of ground-truth annotation in existing datasets puts a limit on quantitative
Figure 5: Qualitative results of LOCL. Row-1 & 2 (col-1,2,3) show correct predictions. Col-4 shows missed predictions, ground truth labels are marked with green box and our predictions in red box. The datasets has one O-A pair per image. Though our predictions are visually correct, do not match the ground-truth. This puts an artificial limit on the evaluation metric. Row-3 shows multiple O-A detections.

Figure 6: Proposals selected based on objectness score. We can see that the proposals are generated on the object of interest. Though LOCL is not designed for multi O-A, but in case of multiple objects, the proposals are distributed over multiple objects.

evaluation. Also, there can be multiple correct attribute related to one object as shown in the two central images in Fig. 5 last row. <White>, <Standing> both are correct attribute for object <Horse>, similarly <Dark>, <Large> are correct attributes for object <Elephant>. Multiple OA pairs detection is an interesting direction for future research.

5 Conclusion
We present a novel two-step approach, LOCL, for recognizing O-A pairs. Our approach includes a robust local feature extractor followed by a composition classifier. LOCL is evaluated on benchmark datasets. Additionally, our experiments show that the local feature extractor improves the performance of current SOTA CZSL models by a significant margin of 12%. The code and trained model will be made available on Github at the time of publication.
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